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J   U  D  G    M   E  N   T

1. Briefly, the prosecution case is that informant Sri Ajit Saikia 

lodged the ejahar on 15-07-09 before Jamuguri  Police  Station stating 

therein that on 13-07-09, earlier  he had lodged an ejahar before the 

same police  station  by  informing  the  police  regarding  missing  of  his 

sister-in-law ( the wife of brother of informant ) Smt. Barnali Saikia from 

his own residence. And thereafter, he came to know after investigation 

that Md. Niftual Haque ( Bapa) had taken away his sister-in-law and he 

accordingly he lodged the ejahar in hand by praying before police for 

recovering his sister-in-law. 

2. On being received of the aforesaid ejahar, the Officer-in-

Charge of Jamuguri Police Station, registered a case bearing Jamuguri 

PS Case No. 74/09 u/s 366 of IPC. During the course of investigation, 

the police  recovered the victim Smt.  Barnali  Saikia.  The Investigating 

Officer  also  recovered  and  seized  some  golden  ornaments  from one 

quarter of Balisang SHC on being produced by the accused. During the 

course  of  investigation,  the  Investigating  Officer  sent  the  victim  for 

medical  examination  as  well  as  for  recording  her  statement  u/s  164 

CrPC. And after completing the investigation, the Investigating Officer 

submitted the charge sheet against the accused alleging commission of 

offence under section 366 of IPC. As the offence was exclusively triable 

by Sessions Court, so the case was committed to Court of Sessions. And 

on being committed, the case was taken up for trial.  Considering the 

materials  available  on  case  record  and  case  diary,  the  charge  was 

framed  u/s  366  /  343  of  IPC.  On  reading  over  the  charges 

aforementioned the accused pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

3. During  the  trial,  the  prosecution  side  has  examined  as 

many as 8 ( eight ) witnesses in support of the case. On closing of the 

prosecution evidence, the defence statement of the accused has been 

recorded as per provision of section 313 of CrPC. The accused in his 
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statement u/s 313 CrPC,  has denied the prosecution  case totally.  No 

witness has been examined by defence. And upon evaluation of evidence 

on record and after hearing the argument of learned counsel for both 

parties, the judgment is delivered. 

4.  Points for determination of the case:

1. Whether the accused kidnapped / abducted the victim 

at the time of occurrence by inducing her to compel her 

marriage ?

2. If  so,  whether  the  accused  wrongfully  confined  the 

victim for three or more days  ?

Discussion,   Decision and reasons for Decision:-  

6. For proper evaluation of the evidence of prosecution side, 

I like to discuss the evidence adduced by PWs first. It would be pertinent 

to extract all relevant and essential part of the evidence on record.

7. The  informant  Sri  Ajit  Saikia  (PW-1)  has  stated  in  his 

evidence that the victim is his sister-in-law. The occurrence took place 

on 12-07-09 at about 8 P.M. At that time, he was busy with enjoying TV 

programme and the victim was busy for preparing dinner with his (PW-1) 

wife.  When  the  victim  went  away  from near  his  wife,  then his  wife 

searched for victim Barnali but could not trace her out. Then, informant 

also searched for victim. As the victim could not be traced out so the 

informant (PW-1) lodged a missing entry at the police station. After 4 

days  from the  date  of  occurrence,  he lodged  the ejahar  against  the 

accused as he suspected that victim could have been kidnapped by him. 

PW-1 has  proved the ejahar  as  Ext.1.  Then,  police  apprehended the 

accused and the accused confessed the fact of kidnapping. Police also 

recovered victim Barnali on being led by accused. Then, police examined 

the victim by doctor and produced her before Magistrate for recording 

her  statement.  Police  also  recovered  the  golden  ornaments  used  by 

victim from the accused and seized the articles in his presence. PW-1 
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has  proved  the  seizure  list  as  Ext.2.  Police  handed  over  the  seized 

golden articles to the zimma of victim. 

8. In the cross-examination, PW-1 has stated that Barnali was 

found missing on 12-07-2009. On that day, search operation was done 

till 12 O’clock at midnight by him accompanied by 100 women. As the 

husband of victim Barnali was serving at Shillong so he used to visit his 

village home once in 3 /4 months. There was cordial relation between 

Barnali  and  the  family  members  of  his  (PW-1)  family  including  the 

husband of Barnali.  The information regarding missing of Barnali  was 

given to police station at night at 11 PM over phone by Secretary of VDP 

and police visited his residence. One the next day, the written ejahar 

was lodged  at  police  station.  The ejahar  was  written  by one person 

residing near the police station. But his name was not known to him 

(PW-1). After four days, he lodged another ejahar by citing the name of 

accused when the parents of Barnali expressed their apprehension that 

the occurrence could have been caused by accused. Till that time, the 

name of accused was not known to him. When the ejahar was lodged, at 

that time, the Secretary of VDP Mahendra Bora was present. The reason 

for delay of lodging the ejahar was not mentioned in the ejahar. His 

residence was situated at a distance of 4 ½ KMs from the police station. 

He did not state before police regarding the confession made by accused 

for abducting Barnali. Barnali was recovered after four days. At the time 

of  recovery,  he  was  not  present.  He also  did  not  know the  date  of 

recovery of jewellery.  He signed on Seizure List as he was asked by 

police  to  sign.  He  did  not  know  from  whose  residence  Barnali  was 

recovered and how Barnali was kept there. But this accused confessed 

that Barnali had been kept at Biswanath Chariali and police recovered 

her from there. But such fact was not mentioned in the ejahar nor he 

stated such facts before police. 

9. PW-2 Mrs. Barnali Saikia, the victim of the case, has stated 

in her evidence that the accused used to come to her parental home as 

the accused got his residential quarter at Balisang which is nearby to her 

parental  home.  When  she  visited  the  parental  home  before  the 
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occurrence  then  she  met  accused  there.  At  that  time,  the  accused 

expressed his willingness to visit her matrimonial home. As the accused 

had no idea to identify the matrimonial home so accused asked her to 

remain outside of her matrimonial home at about 8 PM. And accordingly, 

on the date of occurrence and at the time of occurrence she (PW-2) was 

standing at outside of the residence. Then the accused accompanied by 

another person came there by riding a bike and called her. When she 

went near gateway, then the accused gagged her mouth and forcefully 

took  away  her  on  the  bike.  At  first  she  was  brought  to  Biswanath 

Chariali.  She  was  kept  in  a  house.  The  accused  snatched  away  her 

golden necklace, two gold rings, one pair of golden bracelet which were 

put on by her. The accused offered her one liquid substance for drinking 

when she drank then she fell unconscious. And she regained the senses 

then she found that she was detained inside a house. Such a way, she 

was confined for 4 days there. She was not allowed by accused to come 

out because the door of the house was locked. Accused came there off 

and on. And after 4 days of confinement, she was rescued by police. 

Police  also  received  her  golden  ornaments  from  the  possession  of 

accused. And same were given to her custody after seizure. PW-1 has 

proved the Seizure List as Ext.2 and her signature as Ext.2(2). Police 

sent her for medical examination and also to the Court for recording her 

statement u/s 164 CrPC. PW-2 has also proved her statement as Ext.3 

which was recorded by Magistrate and her signatures as Ext.3(1) and 

Ext.3(2). She had stated same fact in her said statement. 

10. In  the  cross-examination,  PW-2 has  stated that  she  got 

married one year ago and at that time,  her husband was serving at 

Shillong. The accused is Govt. servant staying at Govt. quarter. Accused 

had good relation with her (PW-2) parents. So, accused used to visit her 

parental residence off and on.  Accused met her when she visited the 

residence of her parents. She came to know the accused when accused 

entered into official quarter. It took 1 ½ / 2 hours for travelling from her 

matrimonial home to Biswanath Chariali when the accused was taking 

away  her.  There  was  not  electric  light  at  the  road  at  the  time  of 

occurrence. The compound of her parental house was fenced by bamboo 
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fencing. There was a small gate for going outside. She did not notice any 

person roaming on road when she was taken away by the accused. The 

door and windows were kept closed at the time of occurrence. She did 

not  intimate  to  any  member  of  her  matrimonial  home  about  the 

proposed  visit  of  accused to their  house.  Accused informed her  over 

phone about his proposed visit as he was known to her. Since date of 

her marriage, the accused never visited her matrimonial home except on 

the  date  of  occurrence.  Accused was  accompanied  by  one Raja  Das 

when accused came to her matrimonial home. She could not raise alarm 

as the mouth was gagged by accused at the time of occurrence. Though, 

she raised her hand but nobody came to rescue her. She took her meal 

with landlady during her stay at Biswanath Chariali under confinement. 

the accused provided dresses and food to her during that period. She 

informed the landlady about the fact that accused had forcefully brought 

her. Even then the landlady did not help her. Rather, the landlady kept 

her under room locked. She did not know the name of landlady. She was 

not present when police recovered and seized her ornaments from the 

house of the accused person. Rather, she put her signature on Seizure 

List on police station. PW-2 has denied the suggestion put to her by 

defence on the fact that she voluntarily went away with the accused and 

stayed in the residential quarter and she herself arranged for her meal 

and dresses. PWS-2 has also denied some other suggestions put to her 

by defence. 

11. PW-3 the Medical  Officer has deposed that he examined 

the victim Barnali Saikia on 16-07-2009 on being escorted and identified 

by  police  constable  Bhaskar  Das  and  woman  police  constable  Anju 

Hazarika. And accordingly, he submitted the Medical Report (Ext.4). In 

the report, he stated as follows : 

“ Height  - 5 ft, Weight – 41 Kg, Teeth – 14/15, Secondary sexual 

character – Breast well developed, Vulva and vagina were 

healthy. Hymen was torn and old tear. 

No sign of injury found in her body and private parts.
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Elbow Joint :- Epiphysis around the elbow joint are completely 

   fused with shafts.

Wrist joint : -    Lower epiphysis of radius and ulna are completely 

    fused with shafts. 

Iliac crest :-    Epiphysis of iliac crest are not yet fused with iliac 

    bones.

Inference :-    The age of the person is above 18 years and below 

   20 years. 

  No sign of rape found on her body.” 

12. PW-4 Keshab Saikia has stated in his evidence that on the 

date of occurrence, at about 8 PM while he was enjoying TV programme, 

at that time his elder daughter-in-law called the victim Barnali. When no 

response was received from Barnali, then he came to know about the 

missing of Barnali. Later on, police recovered her. 

In the cross-examination, PW-4 has stated that one month 

back from the date of occurrence, her son got married Barnali. Though 

his son was serving at Shillong but Barnali was kept at her matrimonial 

home.  He  did  not  know  when  and  how  Barnali  was  missing.  VDP 

Secretary  informed  the  matter  to  police  and  the  police  visited  his 

residence immediately. 

13. PW-5  Dandiram  Hazarika,  father  of  Barnali  Saikia,  has 

stated in his evidence that his daughter Barnali Saikia got married Bijit 

Saikia and on the date of occurrence his son-in-law informed him over 

phone about the missing of Barnali Saikia and at that time he was at the 

training  Centre  of  Makum.  Next  day,  he  came  to  his  residence  and 

searched for Barnali. And later on, his daughter Barnali was recovered 

from village Kochgaon near Biswanath Chariali.  But,  he did not know 

from whose residence she was recovered. 

14. PW-6 Runu Hazarika, the mother of victim, has stated in 

her evidence that she came to know about the missing of her daughter 

Barnali from her matrimonial home and later on she also came to know 
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about the recovery of her daughter by police. But she did not know from 

whose residence her daughter was recovered. 

15. PW-7 Mahendra Bhuyan has stated in his evidence that on 

the date of occurrence, he was enjoying TV programme in the residence 

of  victim  Barnali  Saikia  and  at  that  time,  the  elder  daughter-in-law 

informed  about  the  missing  of  Barnali.  Then,  he  along  with  family 

members of Barnali Saikia searched for Barnali but could not find out. 

Then, he informed the matter to police. 

16. From the above discussion of evidence of PWs, it appears 

that except victim and Medical Officer, other PWs have stated that on 

the  date  of  occurrence,  the  victim  was  found  missing  from  her 

matrimonial  home.  Though,  vigorous  search  was  made  by  family 

members of her matrimonial home, but she was not traced out on that 

day and after four days Barnali Saikia was recovered from the place near 

Biswanath Chariali. On the other hand, PW-2, the victim Barnali Saikia, 

has stated that as accused was known to her since before her marriage 

and as the accused proposed her to visit her matrimonial home. So she 

asked the accused to come and as per  request  of  accused,  she was 

standing at  the gateway of her  matrimonial  home and by taking the 

chance of her presence at the geteway, she was taken away by accused 

forcibly. She could not raise alarm because her mouth was gagged and 

she was confined for four days at Biswanath Chariali within the residence 

of another person and after four days she was recovered. In the cross-

examination, though the defence has suggested that she willingly went 

away with the accused as accused was known to her since earlier, but 

she  categorically  denied  the  suggestion.  Rather,  she  has  stated  with 

unequivocal words that she was confined in a house which was locked 

and accused provided her meal and clothes at the time of detention. She 

was  compelled  to  drink  a  liquid  substance  for  which  she  remained 

senseless and accused took away her ornaments.  Later on, she was 

recovered by police and her ornaments were also recovered by police 

from one residential quarter. So, on appreciation of evidence of PW-1, 

PW-2, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6 and PW-7, it appears that all PWs have stated 
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that on the date of occurrence at night, the victim was found missing 

and later on victim was recovered from a place at Biswanath Chariali. 

Her  ornaments  were  recovered  from the  possession  of  accused  and 

accused took her  away by deceiving her.  As accused with  fraudulent 

purpose asked her to remain standing at the gateway so that he can 

take her away easily. 

17. The Medical Officer has opined in his report that the age of 

victim at the time of examination is above 18 years and below 20 years 

and he found no any injury in her private parts and no sign of rape was 

also found. Considering the report ( Ext.4) of Medical Officer and also 

evidence of PW-2 ( victim), the age of victim is found above 18 years. 

18. Now, I like to discuss the evidence of Investigating Officer 

to  determine the  veracity  of  the  evidence of  PWs.  The Investigating 

Officer (PW-8) has stated in his evidence that on 15-07-2009 when he 

was working as ASI of Police at Jamuguri Police Station, on that day, the 

Officer-in-Charge of  Police  Station received a written ejahar from Ajit 

Saikia. Then the Officer-in-Charge by registering a case on the basis of 

the said FIR, he was assigned for preliminary investigation of the case. 

PW-8  has  also  proved  the  said  FIR as  Ext.1  and the  note  given  by 

Officer-in-Charge  as  Ext.1(2).  During  the  period  of  investigation,  he 

inspected  the  place  of  occurrence  on 15-07-09.  The occurrence  took 

place at the residence of Ajit Saikia. He prepared the Sketch Map of the 

place  of  occurrence  and  interrogated  the  witnesses  available  there. 

Then,  as  he  got  information  regarding  the  presence  of  accused  at 

Balisang State Health Centre. So, he searched the accused there and 

accused was brought to police station at 9 PM. The victim Barnali Saimia 

was  recovered  from  a  rented  house  at  Kothar  Gaon  at  Biswanath 

Chariali. Then, the victim was taken to Balisang State Health Centre for 

recovery  of  ornaments  and  on  being  produced  by  accused,  the 

ornaments were recovered and seized. PW-8 has also proved the Seizure 

List as Ext.2. Then he forwarded the victim for medical examination and 

also for recording her statement by Magistrate u/s 164 CrPC. He also 

forwarded the accused to jail through the Court. Then, he collected the 
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medical reports and after completion of preliminary investigation of the 

case, he submitted the Case Diary to Officer-in-Charge of Police Station. 

The seized ornaments were given to the custody of victim as per order 

of the Court. After closing of the investigation, the Officer-in-Charge SI 

Sri Lok Nath Deka submitted the charge sheet against the accused on 

the basis of material collected by the Investigating Officer. 

19. In the cross-examination, PW-8 ( Investigating Officer) has 

stated that the occurrence took place on the road near the residence of 

Barnali Saikia. There are two houses of other persons near the residence 

of Barnali. As per Sketch Map, the occurrence was not shown on road. 

As the occurrence took place at the gateway, so other people could not 

witness the occurrence. He did not prepare the Sketch Map of the place 

from where Barnali was recovered. The owner of the rented house was 

one Rina Saikia. Barnali Saikia had stayed for four days at the rented 

house of Rina Saikia. Rina Saikia was interrogated by him. Only Barnali 

Saikia and her father-in-law signed on Seizure List as witnesses.  The 

ornaments were recovered on being produced by accused. The FIR was 

lodged after two days of the occurrence. On the date of occurrence, no 

information was given to police. He interrogated the informant Ajit Saikia 

at police station. On 15-07-09, he interrogated Barnali Saikia. The Case 

Diary was opened on 15-07-09 at 11 AM and on the same day at about 

8 /  8-30 PM, Barnali  Saikia was recovered by him. The Investigating 

Officer has also further stated that some facts stated by PWs before the 

Court was not stated to him. He has also denied the suggestion put by 

defence that the Sketch Map was not prepared by indicating the actual 

place of occurrence and the seizure was not made as per law. 

20. From  the  above  discussion  of  evidence  of  Investigating 

Officer, it appears that the Investigating Officer has categorically stated 

that the victim was recovered from a rented house from the place near 

Biswanath  Chariali  and  the  ornaments  were  recovered  on  being 

produced by accused and accused was arrested during the course of 

investigation. 
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21. Now,  I  like  to  discuss  the  fact  stated  by  victim  in  her 

statement  which  was  recorded  u/s  164  CrPC  by  Magistrate.  As  per 

statement,  the  statement  was  recorded  on  16-07-09  and  in  her 

statement, she had stated that she treated the accused as her own elder 

brother as the accused frequently used to visit her parental home. As per 

proposal  given  by  accused,  she  asked  the  accused  to  come  to  her 

matrimonial home and also as per request of accused, she was standing 

at  the  time of  occurrence  at  the  gateway of  her  matrimonial  home. 

Then, the accused came there by riding a bike and took her away by 

gagging her mouth. At first, she was taken to Biswanath Chariali. She 

was asked to drink some liquid substance and she became senseless 

there. She was detained at Biswanath Charaili for four days and police 

recovered her form there. 

22. So, on meticulous examination of evidence of victim and 

her statement recorded u/s 164 CrPC, it is crystal clear that the accused 

with fraudulent purpose asked her to remain standing in front of her 

matrimonial home and by taking the chance of her presence, she was 

taken away forcibly by the accused to Biswanath Chariali and she was 

detained wrongfully there for four days till to the recovery of victim by 

police. In her statement recorded u/s 164 CrPC, the victim did not state 

about the fact regarding the taking away of ornaments by accused. 

23. On perusal of FIR, it appears that the informant lodged the 

FIR on 15-07-09 by informing the police regarding the missing of his 

daughter-in-law and also by stating about his apprehension of abduction 

by accused Niftual Haque. On the other hand, on perusal of Seizure List, 

it  appears  that  the  Investigating  Officer  seized  the  articles  on  being 

produced by accused Niftual  Haque in  presence of  witnesses and he 

seized one golden necklace, one pair of ear rings, one pair of bracelet 

and two golden rings. So, on meticulous examination of facts stated by 

PW-2 ( victim ) as well as the fact stated in the FIR and Seizure List, it  

appears that the victim has substantiated the fact of Seizure List and FIR 

by her evidence. She has adequately corroborated the fact of FIR and 

Seizure List by her evidence. Nothing any important fact was stated by 
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her to disprove the fact  of  FIR and Seizure List.  So, on the basis of 

foregoing discussion,  it  appears that the prosecution has proved with 

sufficient  material  that  the  accused  took  the  victim  away  from  her 

matrimonial home by deceit and she was wrongfully confined for four 

days  at  a  place  near  Biswanath  Chariali.  I  have  found  nothing  any 

adverse fact in the evidence of PWs to disbelieve their evidence. I also 

found nothing any infirmities in their evidence. 

24. Now, I like to discuss some important points regarding the 

offence  committed  by  accused.  Initially,  the  charge  was  framed  u/s 

366/343 IPC. The section 366 of IPC, provides : 

“  Whoever  kidnaps  or  abducts  any  woman  with 

intent  that  she may be compelled,  or  knowing it  to be 

likely  that  she  will  be  compelled,  to  marry  any  person 

against  her will,  or  in  order that  she may be forced or 

seduced to illicit  intercourse,  or  knowing it  to be likely 

that she will  be forced or seduced to illicit  intercourse, 

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description 

for a term which may extend to ten years, and shall also 

be  liable  to  fine  ;  and  whoever,  by  means  of  criminal 

intimidation  as  defined  in  the  Code  or  of  abuse  of 

authority or any other method of compulsion, induced any 

woman to go from any place with intent that she may be, 

or  knowing  that  it  is  likely  that  she  will  be,  forced  or 

seduced  to  illicit  intercourse  with  another  person  shall 

also be punishable as aforesaid.” 

So, this Section requires :                                            

”1.     kidnapping or abducting any woman.

2. such kidnapping or abducting must be

(a)   with  intent  that  she  may  be  compelled  or 

knowing it to be likely that she will be compelled to 

marry any person against her will ; or 

(b)   in order that she may be forced or seduced to 

illicit intercourse or knowing it to be likely that she 

will be forced or seduced to illicit intercourse.
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The second part of the section requires two things : 

(1)  By criminal intimidation or abuse of authority or 

by compulsion inducing any woman to go from 

any place.

(2) Such going must be with intent that she may be, 

or with knowledge that it is likely that she will 

be, forced or seduced to illicit intercourse, with 

some person.” 

25. But, on appreciation of evidence of PWs, it appears that all 

the PWs have not stated in their evidence that accused abducted the 

victim for  purpose of  compelling  her marriage  against  her  will  or  for 

purpose of seduction or illicit intercourse. On the other hand, it is found 

from the evidence that the age of victim is  above 18 years.  So, the 

material  produced  by  prosecution  is  only  sufficient  to  prove  the 

ingredients of abduction not kidnapping. Rather, the material presented 

by prosecution is to prove the fact with beyond reasonable doubt that 

accused abducted the victim only to secretly and wrongfully confine her. 

So, on meticulous examination of material presented by prosecution and 

also provision of Section 366 IPC, it appears that the prosecution story 

does not attract the offence u/s 366 IPC, rather it attracts the offence 

committed u/s 365 IPC. In this context, I like to cite the provision of 

Section 365 IPC : 

“  Whoever  kidnaps  or  abducts  any  person  with 

intent to cause that person to be secretly and wrongfully 

confined, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 

description for a term which may extend to seven years, 

and shall also be liable to fine.” 

So, this Section requires : 

(1) kidnapping by accused or abduction by 

him ;
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(2) That the accused thereby intended that 

the person kidnapped or abducted should be 

kept in wrongful or secret confinement ; 

26. So, from the above discussion, it is clear from the story of 

the prosecution case that the accused committed the offence u/s 365 

IPC only. The evidence adduced by PWs is not sufficient enough to prove 

the offence u/s 366 IPC in view of above provision of Section 366 IPC 

and Section 365 IPC. 

27. I have heard the rival submission of learned Addl. Public 

Prosecutor and the learned defence counsel. The learned Addl. PP has 

stated that the prosecution  has proved the case against  the accused 

beyond all  reasonable doubt  because the defence  has failed  to bring 

major contradiction in their evidence to discard the evidence of PWs. 

28. On the other hand, the learned defence counsel has stated 

that  the  prosecution  miserably  failed  to  prove  the  case  against  the 

accused  with  the  material  of  beyond  reasonable  doubt.  The  learned 

defence lawyer has emphasized on the fact that as the victim is above 

18 years and as she willfully went with the accused, so accused cannot 

be convicted under any section of law. The learned defence counsel has 

also lead me to some important case laws of Hon’ble Supreme Court and 

Hon’ble High Courts. The case laws cited by learned defecne lawyer are 

as follows : 

(1) State  of  Himachal  Pradesh,  Appellant  –Vs-  Daulat 

Ram, Respondent ; (2010) 3 SCC ( Cri) 600 : (2007) 15 

SCC 563

(2) Tej  Parkash,  Appellant  –Vs-  State  of  Haryana, 

Respondent ; 1996 CrLJ 394 SC

(3) Amaresh  Kumar  Biswas  and  another,  Petitioners, 

-Vs-  State  of  Assam,  Respondent  ;  1981  CrLJ  NOC  31 

( Gau)

(4) Rokibuddin Ahmed, Appellant –Vs- State of Assam, 

Respondent ;  (1985) 1 GLR 103
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(5) Baldeo  Goala  and  another,  Appellants  –Vs-  The 

State of Assam, Respondent ; 1977 CrLJ 1516

(6) Ganesh  Gogoi,  Appellant  –Vs-  State  of  Assam, 

Respondent ; 2011 (2) GLT (SC) 18

(7) Amumia,  Appellant  –Vs-  State  of  Assam, 

Respondent;  2006 (3) GLT 418

(8) Hajarat  Ali,  Appellant  –Vs-  State  of  Assam,  Opp. 

Party; 2004 (3) GLT 110

(9) Lalta  Prasad,  Appellant  –Vs-  State  of  Madhya 

Pradesh,     Respondent ; AIR 1979 SC 1276

(10) Chote  Lal  and  another,  Appellants  –Vs-  State  of 

Haryana,     Respondent ; AIR 1979 SC 1494

(11) Shyam  and  another,  Appellants  –Vs-  State  of 

Maharashtra,     Respondent ; AIR 1995 SC 2169

29. By  citing  the  said  case  laws,  the  learned  counsel  has 

emphasized that there is no such material to prove the ingredients of 

offence u/s 366 IPC. What the prosecution  has brought  into light  by 

evidence is not sufficient enough to prove the ingredients of offence u/s 

366 IPC, because, such material is not convincing and reliable.  Learned 

defence counsel has also further stated that as the victim did not raise 

any alarm and she never stated the fact to any other person during her 

confinement, so it proves that the victim is a willing party to go with the 

accused. But, considering the totality of prosecution case, it appears that 

what the defence counsel has submitted is not tenable in reference to 

the  instant  case.  Because,  it  has  been  already  concluded  that  the 

accused is found only for committing offence u/s 365 IPC, because, the 

prosecution  has  proved  by  convincing  and  reliable  evidence  that  the 

victim was taken away by accused for wrongfully confining her secretly 

for four days. The evidence of prosecution has the force to inspire the 

confidence  to  come  into  the  conclusion  that  the  accused  committed 

nothing any act  but  to  confine  the victim wrongfully  and secretly  by 

abducting  her.  The  defence  has  totally  failed  to  bring  any  major 

contradiction in the cross-examination of PWs by which the evidence of 

PWs can be discarded. 
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30. Now, I like to discuss the materials on record in the light of 

points  for determination of the case. In regards to the first  point  for 

determination of the case, it ahs been already found that the accused 

abducted the victim at the time of occurrence. The prosecution has failed 

to prove the age of victim as below 18 years, because, the victim herself 

has  admitted  that  her  age is  19 years.  The Medical  Officer  has  also 

mentioned the age of victim in the Medical Report as above 18 years. 

So, the prosecution has only proved that the victim was abducted by 

accused and she was wrongfully confined for four days.  None of the 

PWs have stated that the abduction was caused for inducing the victim 

to compel her marriage against her will. Even the victim has categorically 

stated that she was only  confined at a rented house near Biswanath 

Chariali. The accused never proposed her to marry her at any moment. 

The accused only abducted her by causing fraud. So, considering the 

prosecution case in total, it is found that the victim was only abducted 

for secretly and wrongfully confined her but not to induce her to compel 

her marriage. So, the prosecution has proved the ingredients of offence 

u/s 365 of IPC only. The evidence adduced by PWs or material gathered 

by the prosecution is not enough to prove the ingredients of offence u/s 

366 of IPC. 

31. In  regards  to  the second point  for  determination  of  the 

case,  it  appears  from  the  meticulous  examination  of  the  evidence 

adduced by PWs, that the victim was wrongfully confined for four days 

at a rented house near Biswanath Chariali. The victim has herself stated 

in her evidence that the accused brought her to Biswanath Chariali and 

confined her there and after four days from the date of occurrence, she 

was recovered from the rented house. Except this fact, the victim has 

stated nothing any other material, because, she never stated that she 

was  confined  for  any  other  purpose  like,  to  compel  her  marriage. 

Though, the learned counsel for defence has submitted that the accused 

could not confine her unless she agreed with the proposal of accused, 

but the submission of learned defence counsel is not reliable, because, 

the  defence  has  failed  to  prove  such  contention  either  by  adducing 
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evidence or by eliciting any contradictory fact in the cross-examination of 

PWs. So, on the basis of above discussion, it can be held that the victim 

was abducted with intent to secretly and wrongfully confine to her. So, 

the prosecution has established with sufficient and reliable material the 

ingredients of offence u/s 343 of IPC, because the PWs have already 

established by their  cogent evidence that the victim was confined for 

four days at a rented house by the accused.  The defence has failed to 

bring  any major  contradiction  to  discard the evidence of  PWs in  this 

regard. 

32. Another pertinent fact raised by the defence is that the FIR 

was  lodged  after  two  days  from  the  date  of  occurrence.  There  is 

evidence  that  FIR was lodged after  two days  as  because,  the  victim 

woman was searched by the members of her husband’s family. So delay 

occurred in filing  the FIR.  After  considering  the circumstances  of  the 

case,  I  am  of  the  considered  opinion  that  the  delay  explained  is 

satisfactory and nothing can be presumed otherwise. 

33. Thus, after careful scrutiny of the circumstances which the 

prosecution  has  established  by  adducing  evidence  and  also  after 

considering settled laws, I find that the evidence adduced by PWs is 

cogent  and  trustworthy  to  establish  the  prosecution  case  beyond 

reasonable doubt and the circumstances which are established by the 

prosecution by means of cogent and reliable material lead only to the 

conclusion  that  it  is  the  accused  person  and  no  one  else,  who  had 

abducted the victim and consequently had confined her wrongfully for 

four days. These established circumstances, wholly ruled out any other 

possibility of innocence of the accused person. On the other hand, the 

circumstances  which  are  established  by  the  prosecution  lead  to  the 

conclusion regarding commission of offence by the accused himself and 

by no one else. So, I am of the considered opinion that the accused 

person is liable for committing offence u/s 365 / 343 of IPC. 

34. Another important fact which is pertinent to mention here 

that the charge was framed u/s 366 / 343 of IPC. But, prosecution ahs 
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failed to prove the ingredients of  offence u/s 366 of IPC, rather,  the 

prosecution  has  established  with  cogent  and  reliable  evidence  the 

ingredients of offence u/s 365 of IPC only.  It is a settled laws that in 

case  of  offence  of  same  nature  and  if  accused  is  found  guilty  for 

committing offence having lesser punishment then there is no need to 

frame the charge afresh. The accused can be convicted and sentenced 

for the offence having lesser punishment. 

35. After considering the fact and circumstances of the case, I 

am of the opinion hat it is not a fit case to invoke the provision of section 

360 of CrPC because, the accused has committed a grievous offence 

against the society. 

36. Heard from accused on point of sentence u/s 235 (2) CrPC. 

The accused has pleaded for acquittal. But such plea of accused is not 

acceptable in view of above discussion, because, the accused is found 

guilty  for  committing  offence  against  a  helpless  woman and also for 

causing pain and suffering to the victim. Rather, it is a fit case to convict 

the accused with sentence of imprisonment as well as fine. 

O  R  D  E  R

 

37. As the prosecution has proved beyond reasonable doubt 

against the accused for committing offence u/s 365 / 343 of IPC, so he is 

convicted with sentence of rigorous imprisonment for 2 (two) years and 

a  fine  of  Rs.1,000/-  (rupees  one  thousand)  in  default  simple 

imprisonment for another 2 (two) months for the offence committed u/s 

365 of IPC. He is also sentenced for fine of Rs. Rs.1,000/- ( rupees one 

thousand)  in  default  simple  imprisonment  for  6  (six)  months  for  the 

offence u/s 343 of IPC. 

38. Both the sentences of imprisonment will run concurrently. 

39. The seized articles shall be returned back to the custody of 

victim in due course of time, if it was not done earlier. 
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40. Let a copy of judgment be furnished to the accused with 

free of cost as per section 363 of CrPC. 

             Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this day, 

the 29th day of November, 2011. 

( M. Kalita)
 Assistant  Sessions  Judge,
     Sonitpur, Tezpur.

Dictated and corrected by me.

 

Dictation taken and 
transcribed be me :

(J. K Muru)
Steno.

****
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  A  P  P   E   N  D   I   X.

Prosecution witnesses :

PW 1         :   Sri Ajit Saikia, informant
PW 2 :   Smt. Barnali Saikia, victim 

 PW 3 :   Dr. A. K. Baruah, MO
PW 4 :   Sri Keshab Saikia
PW 5 :   Sri Dandiram Hazarika
PW 6 :   Smt. Runu Hazarika
PW 7 :   Sri Mahendra Bhuyan
PW 8 :   Sri Phanidhar Hazarika, IO

Defence Witness        :   Nil

Court Witness :         Nil
 

Prosecution Exhibits:     :   

Exhibit 1    :  FIR
Exhibit 2    :  Seizure List
Exhibit 3    :  Statement u/s 164 CrPC
Exhibit 4    :  Medical Report
Exhibit 5    :  X-ray report
Exhibit 6    :  Sketch Map
Exhibit 7    :  Charge sheet

Material  Exhibits:      : Nil

Defence Exhibit       : Nil

Court Exhibit    : Nil

Exhibit produced by witness : Nil

  (M. Kalita)
  Assistant Sessions Judge,
        Sonitpur : Tezpur.
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